The Frugal Camper
RV Travel and Savings Guide

For many campers, the relative affordability and flexibility of RV travel is a huge part
of its attraction. Imagine being able to see the country with your whole family, at your
own pace, with all the comforts of home -- without ever having to shell out for an
expensive hotel room or stand through an airport security line!

Road tripping in an RV can make those travel dreams a reality. Of course, travel of
any sort does bear some expense, and RV camping costs can add up quickly. But it
doesn’t have to be prohibitively expensive! Lots of people spend extended periods
of time RVing, and some even take up the lifestyle full time; the majority of them
aren’t lottery winners or independently wealthy.
The good news is, if you invest a little bit of time in planning and preparing, you
stand to save a lot of money on your RV vacation, no matter how long you’ll be on
the road.

COSTS OF RV CAMPING: A BREAKDOWN
To figure out how to best save money on the road, first you have to get a handle of
exactly what expenses are involved in RV travel. Here are the main costs you’ll have
to budget for.

THE VEHICLE ITSELF
Whether you rent an RV for your trip or purchase your own, the cost of the vehicle
itself is bound to be the largest. However, this fundamental expense can vary wildly
depending on what kind of rig is best suited for your purposes.

RVs come in a variety of shapes, sizes, and styles, each with its own benefits and
drawbacks. The price you pay will depend on what kind of setup you need, as well
as it’s age. As with any other purchase, buying a used or pre-owned vehicle may
ramp down your price point significantly, but could also come at a trade-off if all the
systems haven’t been well maintained.
Here are a few common types of RVs and their estimated price ranges.
CLASS A MOTORHOMES: $50,000-$500,000+

While smaller and generally less extravagant than their class A counterparts, class C
motorhomes can still incur a hefty price tag.
CLASS B COACHES AND SLEEPER VANS: $20,000-$100,000+

While you can find converted VW conversions and Vanagons in the
$20,000-$40,000 range, new Class B motorhome sleeper vans can cost well into
the six figures.
TRAVEL TRAILERS: $10,000-$80,000

Even though your final destination is still technically American soil, RVing to Alaska
includes a leg of international travel through Canada -- which means you need to
make some additional preparations.
Keep in mind that alongside the actual purchase price of the vehicle (which might
come out as a single lump sum or a monthly loan payment, including interest, if you
need to finance), your RV will come with a few other expenses, as well:
License and registration fees
Insurance
Storage space when the vehicle is not in use

Since all these costs can add up quickly, it’s a good idea to do the math to ensure it
wouldn’t be cheaper to simply rent an RV, especially if you only travel occasionally.
Renting an RV circumvents several of these expenses and, of course, is cheaper
in the immediate time frame -- especially when you rent through the peer-to-peer
market.
FUEL
Once you’ve spent the money to obtain your vehicle, plan to set aside another hefty
chunk of change to feed it. No matter what type of RV you choose, it’s likely to be
less fuel efficient than the vehicle you’re used to driving in everyday life. Some large
Class A coaches get as little as 6 miles to the gallon!

While diesel-powered engines can be more efficient, the price of diesel fuel often
surpasses the price of gas per gallon, which can nullify the potential for savings. It
should also be mentioned that your total fuel cost will, obviously, depend on your
travel plans, how far you’re going, and what kind of roads you’ll use to get there. It
also depends on the varying cost of fuel itself, as well as how consistently you practice good fuel-efficiency habits. (You shouldn’t be speeding, anyway!)
That said, here’s an estimate of fuel costs for different popular RV models (based on
a fuel price of $3/gallon).
Class A motorhomes might cost between $300 and $700 per fill, which will last
anywhere from 500-1200 miles.
Class C motorhomes might cost between $100 and $200 per fill, which will last
anywhere from 300-600 miles.
Class B motorhomes and sleeper vans might cost between $45 and $100 per fill,
which will last anywhere from 225-500 miles.
And finally, fueling your tow vehicle will vary widely depending on the size and
weight of your trailer, as well as the specifications of the vehicle itself -- but expect
to spend significantly more than you would without the weight of your RV behind
you.
One more fuel cost to keep in mind -- your onboard generator, should you plan on
camping away from a hookup (or “boondocking”). Although you probably won’t
need to fill your generator very often, the price of its fuel, whether propane, gas, or
diesel, is another factor to add into your budget.
CAMPING ACCOMMODATIONS
While camping is a whole lot cheaper than staying in a hotel in almost every single
instance, you should still expect to pay some not-insignificant fees -- especially if
you’re looking for the resort experience. Although most all-inclusive campgrounds
with pools, clubhouses, and activities have discounts for campers who stay for
longer periods of time (like a full week or a month), you can expect to pay between
$20 and $60 per night for a hookup site with power, water, cable, and WiFi.

If you’re looking to get off the beaten path, you’ll save a lot of money on campground fees, but you still can’t avoid the cost of accommodations entirely. For example, you’ll occasionally need to dump your wastewater holding tanks and refill your
potable water, which comes with a small service fee (about $10). Plus, many state
and national parks still collect a small nightly campground fee for boondockers.
MAINTENANCE
Every vehicle requires regular maintenance to stay in good, working order, and your
RV is no exception. You’ll need to account for oil changes, re-alignment, and maintaining your rig’s tires, brakes, and transmission. Obviously, an (arguably) easy way
to cut costs is to learn to perform some of the labor yourself.
If you’re pulling a travel trailer, you might not have to worry about maintaining an RV
engine… but you’ll still need to keep up with all the same action items for your truck
or other tow vehicle.
Plus, there’s always the budget line item for unexpected circumstances and accessories. Even the best-kept tires sometimes fail (if you accidentally drive over a sharp
object, for instance); maybe your tow hitch goes out, requiring an expensive
replacement.
You should have a decent savings cushion set aside to deal with both regular
upkeep and these kinds of surprises.

FOOD, ACTIVITIES, AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS COSTS
RV travel offers loads of free and low-cost fun, from campfire s’mores to hiking. But
from time to time, you’ll still have to fork over some cash to access the sights and
attractions you want to experience at your destination.

From admission to the Hoover Dam to your annual National Parks pass, you’ll need
to budget in a little extra for fun. And obviously, you and your family need to eat, so
be sure to factor in some money for meals -- both the ones you cook in and the
times you splurge on a restaurant.

7 WAYS TO SAVE MONEY ON RV CAMPING
Now that you have a better sense of the basic costs of RV travel, here are a few
simple ways to pinch pennies on the road… without giving up any of the fun!

1. CHOOSE THE SMALLEST RIG THAT’LL WORK FOR YOU.
If you’re a solo traveller or hitting the road with your sweetheart, you likely don’t
need a 45-foot Class A coach with three slide-outs -- though if it’s in your budget
and it’s what you want, more power to you!
By picking the smallest rig that suits you and your family, you’ll save a ton of cash
and also get more flexibility and maneuverability in the bargain.
2. FIND THE CHEAPEST FUEL AVAILABLE.
When you’re talking about spending possibly hundreds of dollars per fill, it’s worthwhile to seek out the most affordable fuel option. Apps like GasBuddy can help
you see the cost of fuel at different vendors near you, real-time.
That said, don’t drive your RV so far out of your way in search of cheap fuel that
you end up counterbalancing the savings!
3. ROUTE CAREFULLY.
It’s a simple fact of life: some destinations are more expensive than others. Luckily,
the beautiful, wildlife-filled natural landscapes that beckon so many RV travelers
often (but don’t always) tend toward the inexpensive side.

Route a trip that works for your wallet by having at least a general sense of your
itinerary ahead of time. You can also call specific campgrounds in advance to find
out how much you need to budget for each stay.
Another option to consider: If you just need a quick night’s sleep on a long trek
between two destinations, you might simply boondock in the local Walmart parking
lot for free, rather than shelling out a fee for a campground you won’t even get the
chance to enjoy.
4. CHOOSE PUBLIC CAMPGROUNDS OVER PRIVATE.
Although most public lands have some restrictions, guides, and fees for campers,
they’re still almost always less expensive than private, commercial campgrounds
with concrete slabs and swimming pools.
Plus, by boondocking in the woods, you’ll have the chance to unplug and get
closer to nature. That’s why they call it “camping” in the first place, right?
5. IF YOU ARE HEADED TO A PRIVATE CAMPGROUND, STAY LONGER.
As mentioned above, many campgrounds offer discounted rates to those staying
longer than just a couple of nights. If your itinerary and time off allows for it, consider upgrading to a full week (or even a month!) at your favorite destination. Aside
from saving money on accommodations, you’ll also get a better sense of what that
place is actually like.
6. JOIN A CAMPING DISCOUNT CLUB.
There are tons of discount membership clubs for campers, and some of the deals
they offer are nothing to sneeze at. Aside from granting you discounted access to
campgrounds, they can save you cash on everyday purchases from fuel to pet
food.
Check out Good Sam, Passport America, and Escapees for starters. Their vast
applicability makes them well worth their usually-paltry membership fee. You’ll also
gain access to a community of RVers like you, who can provide both advice and
companionship.

You might also look into unique programs like Harvest Hosts, which allows self-contained campers to stay overnight for free at select wineries and farms throughout the
U.S. Talk about a unique -- and tasty -- camping experience!
7. LIVE FRUGALLY… JUST AS YOU WOULD AT HOME.
The same common-sense practices you use to keep your bank account balanced at
home will serve you on the road, too.
At its heart, camping is about spending simple, quality time with the people you love
most. And fortunately, that doesn’t cost very much at all.

